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There is a flaw in the Lemma 17 in [1] that is used in the proof of Proposition 18. We first give a counter-example for
Lemma 17. Thenwe state two new lemmas that we use to write the proof of Proposition 18. In order to shorten this erratum
the definitions and lemmas that are not modified are generally not recalled.
1. A counter-example for Lemma 17 in [1]
Lemma (17 [1]). Let E = T ;B

e1, . . . , en

be a∅-linearized flat EMRE. Let (i, f ) be a couple of J1, nK2≤ such that (i, f ) /∈ T∪B.
The three following conditions are equivalent:
(1) E is (i, f )-nullable,
(2) L(E) ≠ L( T ;B∪(i,f )

e1, . . . , en

),
(3) L(E) = L( T∪(i,f );B

e1, . . . , en

).
Let us consider the EMRE E = a b c that is (1, 2)-nullable and such that ε ∉ L(E). Let F = a b c be the EMRE
obtained from E by adding the tilde (1, 2). The list ((1, 2), (3, 3)) of tildes in F being (1, 3)-covering, we have ε ∈ L(F) and
thus the languages L(E) and L(F) are different. Hence conditions (1) and (3) of Lemma 17 are not equivalent.
2. Two new lemmas
The first new lemma is the reciprocal part of Lemma 15 in [1].
Lemma (15 bis). Let E = T ;B

e1, . . . , en

be a flat ∅-linearized EMRE. Let w = w1 · · ·wn be a word such that for all
k ∈ J1, nK, wk ∈ {ek} ∪ {ε}. If for every ε-maximal factor wi · · ·wf in w there exists a free sublist T ′ of T such that T ′ is (i, f )-
covering, thenw ∈ L(E).
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Proof. For each ε-maximal factor wi · · ·wf in w, let us choose a unique (i, f )-covering sublist T ′ of T . Let T∪ be the union
of all these T ′ lists. By construction, since the ε-maximal factors of w cannot overlap, T∪ is a free sublist of T . Let us show
now that w ∈ L( T∪;(i′,f ′)

e1, . . . , en

) for every bar (i′, f ′) in B. Let b = (i′, f ′) be a bar in B. (a) If there exists a tilde
(k, l) in T∪ such that (i′, f ′) and (k, l) overlap, according to Definition 8 and Definition 9, w ∈ L( T∪;(i′,f ′)

e1, . . . , en

).
(b) If there is no tilde in T∪ that overlaps with the bar b, either for each tilde (k, l) in T∪, Jk, lK ∩ Ji′, f ′K = ∅, or there exists
a tilde t in T∪ such that t is included in b or b is included in t . According to the hypothesis of the lemma, as b = (i′, f ′) is
in B, there exists no (i′, f ′)-covering sublist in T∪. Consequently, according to Definition 8, w ∈ L( T∪;(i′,f ′)

e1, . . . , en

).
Finally,w ∈ L( T∪;(i′,f ′)

e1, . . . , en

) for every bar (i′, f ′) in B, and according to Definition 10,w ∈ L( T∪;B

e1, . . . , en

).
Since T∪ is a free sublist of T , then, according to Definition 11, the wordw is in L(E). 
The second new lemma states that for any flat ∅-linearized EMRE, there exists an equivalent total expression.
Lemma (17 bis). Let E = T ;B

e1, . . . , en

be a flat ∅-linearized EMRE. Let T ′ and B′ be two lists defined as follows:
T ′ = {(i, f ) /∈ (T ∪ B) | E is (i, f )-nullable },
B′ = {(i, f ) /∈ (T ∪ B) | E is not (i, f )-nullable }.
The expression E ′ = T∪T ′;B∪B′

e1, . . . , en

is total and equivalent to E.
Proof. By construction, E ′ is total.
Letw be a word in L(E). According to Lemma 15, for every ε-maximal factorwi · · ·wf inw, there exists a free sublist T ′′
of T such that T ′′ is (i, f )-covering. According to Corollary 16, for every ε-maximal factor wi · · ·wf in w, E is (i, f )-nullable.
By construction, (i, f ) ∈ T ∪ T ′. According to Lemma 3,w ∈ L(E ′).
Let w be a word in L(E ′). According to Lemma 3, for all ε-maximal factor wi · · ·wf of w, the couple (i, f ) is in T ∪ T ′. By
construction of E ′, for every ε-maximal factor wi · · ·wf in w, E is (i, f )-nullable. Consequently, according to Corollary 16,
there exists a (i, f )-covering sublist of T . According to Lemma 15 bis,w is in L(E). 
3. Proof of Proposition 18
The only modification in the original proof of the Proposition 18 is that the existence of a total expression E ′ equivalent
to E ′′ is now deduced from Lemma 17 bis.
Proposition (18 [1]). Let E be an EMRE. Then there exists a plumped expression E ′ such that hE(L(E ′) ∩ Pos(E ′)∗) = L(E). The
expression E ′ is said to be the plumped form of E and can be computed with a O(n3) worst case time complexity.
Proof. (1) The proof of the existence of a flat ∅-linearized expression E ′′ such that hE(L(E ′)∩Pos(E ′)∗) = L(E) is unchanged.
(2) According to Lemma 17 bis, there exists a total expression E ′ that is equivalent to E ′′.
(3) The proof of the O(n3)worst case time complexity of the construction of E ′ is unchanged. 
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